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Forests, Mountains & Wildlife
in Eastern Slovakia 

The course was developed by ARCH and funded through the Erasmus+ programme.
It was hosted by Miroslav Knezo of Krajina Slovakia.

Our visit to Eastern Slovakia consisted of a small group of 4 participants, plus our guide Miroslav 
Knezo, and Libby Urquhart from Arch Network.  Three of the group work in fundraising, and the 
other a horse logger here is Scotland.  Although 3 of us are in similar posts, all four of us come from 
very different backgrounds and vary in our conservation careers.

The course themes were far ranging, from large carnivore management, including hunting legislation 
and how people live with together with these animals as neighbours; forestry adaptations to climate 
change, covering the wind storm in the High Tatras, where the bark beetle is now thriving to the 
detriment of the forest; forestry methods, namely horse logging where is was  a huge advantage 
having our very own horse logger to explain how the methods were similar to that in Scotland and 
across Europe. 

We visited The High Tatras National Park, Eastern Slovakia Beech Forest (UNESCO World heritage), 
Slovak Kart National Park, Poloniny National Park, Silica Plateau and the Gombasek Cave. We also 
tried mushrooming in remote woodland areas and had several of the local, traditional cuisines.

Throughout the course there were various learning methods. These ranged from excursions to meet 
experts in their field of work, visiting museums, an evening lectures.
The course covers a wide array of conservation and cultural topics, covering a vast are in Eastern 
Slovakia. 
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Steven Gardner – Scottish Wildlife Trust Grants Fundraising Manager

Steven’s initial interest related to large carnivores living in the countryside and re-wilding
As the visit progressed I also became increasingly interested in people’s relationship with their 
surrounding natural environment and how this contrasted with the situation in Scotland
Steven was one of the team involved in the successful reintroduction of the beaver back into 
Scotland after an absence of 400 years.
So since 2007 he has been aware of the huge ongoing effort required to deliver the reintroduction of 
a mammal into an area where it has not been present for generations

The Scottish Wildlife Trust is currently helping build a strong case for the reintroduction of the 
Eurasian Lynx which has been missing from our landscape for over 1,000 years.
As the Carpathian Mountains are considered to be one of the best preserved and largest lynx 
populations in Europe, we were interested to see how people in the Slovakian countryside felt about 
having these animals around them.
Slovakia has a similar population size to Scotland but is only around two thirds of the size.
Despite talking to a range of experts and local people I did not meet anyone who had ever actually 
seen a lynx in the wild.
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There are a relatively large number of brown bears with around 700 to 850 currently in Slovakia. 
These are found mainly in the central and south mountainous areas.
I was struck by how the local people live with these large, potentially dangerous animals living 
around them, strategies; include singing in the woods to avoid surprising them.
To adapting bins to stop bears coming in to built-up areas to scavenge.
Rewilding in a Scottish sense is often cited as being large areas of wild land with few if any people 
living there.
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Travelling through eastern Slovakia there were villages, hamlets and individual houses scattered 
throughout all the areas we visited.
These were areas that I would certainly consider as wild with thick forest cover and where Wolves, 
brown bears, lynx, wildcat, wild boar and beaver thrive.
Walking through the ancient Carpathian beech woods I was struck by how familiar it felt - I could 
easily have been walking in my local wood in so many respects, yet at the same time it felt so unalike,
as we came across the tracks of wolves and bears crossing the trail and found a bear den only 100 
metres or so from side of the trail.

People’s connection with nature seemed very strong everywhere we went.
Fruit and nut trees are planted along road and field edges with an abundance of delicious fruit 
available to anyone passing to pick and eat.
We even came across a car park where someone had planted a large area with courgettes, again 
available for anyone to pick and enjoy.
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Andrew Whitaker – Self-employed horse logger from Scotland

During our time in Eastern Slovakia, we visited two teams of horse loggers. One headed up by 
Jaroslav Zajac and the other Jan Pardus, both of whom are members of the same extended family 
with Slovakian horse logging as their heritage.
Before witnessing their forestry skills, it was evident that their love of working a horse extended far 
beyond the forest, much like the horse loggers in the UK.
The methods they used for extracting was the quickest and simplest possible. This involved chaining 
each log and to skid them to track-side using the horses, where they would then be extracted by 
tractor, truly using man, horse and machine to the best potential.

In the case of both loggers, trees for extraction had been pre-marked by a forester. The trees were 
being removed to re-space and thin the forest in order to produce a higher quality final crop. The 
forest was managed in a continuous cover method.  Once the thinnings are removed, more light can 
enter, which allows an under-story of trees to establish.
This method is different from the UK, where it is the responsibility of the horse logger to select which
trees should be removed.
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Due to the light-weight and machinery-less method of extraction, the soil is not compacted. 
Therefore the subsoil is not damaged and can still breathe and drain.
A light scarification of the topsoil does occur due to the logs skidding.  This process helps the natural 
regeneration of the forest and where logs have been horse skidded, grass and seedlings will almost 
certainly thrive.
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The loggers were paid €5 per cubic meter.  With the type of logs, they were extracting, it would likely 
be no more than 10 cubic meters per day in total. There were two loggers per day, a horse and a 
tractor required to earn €50. 
The average wage in Eastern Slovakia is €400 per month, and unemployment in the area is high. 
After expenses, it is assumed each of the two loggers make €20 per day. It is a very tough job to be 
earning just the local average, which in itself is a very low wage.

In terms of environmentally sensitive forestry, this method stands alone.  It is an incredibly difficult 
way for these workers to earn a decent living. Like horse loggers in the rest of Europe, they clearly 
must love their work – or you would imagine they would find a much easier way to make an average 
wage.
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Amanda McQuat – Face to Face Area Manager, RSPB

We met with Peter Fleischer, a researcher of the Slovakian Forestry Research Services in the High 
Tatras National Park. We toured areas of the National Park to see the effect of the 2004 windstorm 
and later wildfires. A massive cold front arrived in the Tatra Mountains, accompanied by extremely 
strong wind which amounted to a hurricane left fatal consequences on the Tatra vegetation and 
changed its image forever. The Tatra forest in which spruces prevail, especially at the foot of the 
mountains, ceased to exist in just a few hours. The wind uprooted or broke 12,000 hectares of 
woods.

After the storm fallen trees in the most protected parts of the National Park were left to nature to 
take care of. This unfortunately led to a massive outbreak of bark beetle devastating the remaining 
spruce tree population. The bark beetle damages trees by tunnelling into the bark of the living trees 
to lay its eggs under the bark. The developing larvae feed on the inner woody layers, which weakens, 
and kill the tree. It only takes 500 of these 3mm bark beetles to kill one tree. 2 beetles can produce 
thousands of eggs and with warming weather one pair can have up to 3 cycles and produce 1 million 
beetles.
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In one location Peter explained an experiment being conducted on an infected tree. Wires probed 
1cm into the trunk just under the bark to record numbers and movements of the beetle. There are 
no pesticides and no way to stop or control it in this area, in Scotland if bark beetles are discovered, 
trees must be logged massively to prevent further spreading and bigger damage
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A fascinating discovery in these trees is that they have stopped growing. In normal cases of large 
forest destruction, the remaining trees growth speeds up due to the increase of sunlight. However, it 
has almost completely stopped in this area. There are too many factors in the area to really say why 
but the group discussed other research of trees communication through linking fungus. We 
wondered are the trees deliberately dying? Whether to remove fallen trees and help nature recover 
by planting young trees, or to leave fallen trees as they are and allow nature to cope with the impact 
of the windstorm remains a topic of dispute among foresters and environmentalists. 

We saw young diversity of tree type growing meaning new forests are growing on affected areas. 
Peter explained there were talks of what should be ‘fixed’ or maintained by humans and the result 
parts of Tatras were processed by experts, and parts were left to manage on their own. In contrast to
Scotland Forestry management style where is can be in stark contrast, largely over or incorrectly 
managed. We witnessed a wonderful sight of Crossbill’s enjoying a refreshing drink from a puddle 
after such a long dry summer. Even though this area has seen so much devastation there is still an 
abundance of wildlife thriving, different to Scotland where more wildlife is becoming more 
threatened.
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Vicki O’Hare – Membership Development Manager, RSPB

During our course, we were given some insight to the culture in Eastern Slovakia. Most of the villages
and towns have relatively small populations, yet apparent in mostly all of the villages we passed 
though or visited there were the presence two churches and a Cultural Centre.
Community is very important to the people of Eastern Slovakia. Catholicism is the largest religious 
denomination, with both Greek Catholic and Orthodox Catholic both prevalent.
We had the opportunity to visit a wooden church in the village of Potoky.   Although made of wood.  
Still visible are the scars from World War II, with bullet holes that have never fully been repaired.

Our group were guests in the village of Vapenik, with a population of just 47! We joined the Mayor 
for dinner of goulash prepared in the traditional way in the grounds of the Cultural Centre. Within 
the Centre was a small museum where the local priest explained the different symbols of the cross 
for each of the two churches. We were then treated to a special mass inside the Orthodox Catholic 
church whilst the goulash was cooking.
Just before dinner we sampled the local spirit, which had been made by a local in the village from 
plums! This was traditionally drunk to help digest the meat.
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It was interesting to see that all the villagers had a hobby.  It was evident that the area was not 
wealthy and the hobbies usually connected them to the land and food source.  There were different 
fruit trees in each of the properties which produced fruit at different times of the year.  As we visited 
in autumn, apples were plentiful.  Almost every garden had its bounty, and along the public roads 
apples were available to snack on almost everywhere!
Another favourite hobby for Slovaks besides gardening is mushrooming. It was amusing (and slightly 
worrying) that it is believed all mushrooms are edible – but some only once!
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On our last day, when travelling to the airport, we were surprised with a stop to a local woman’s 
home, where we were served a delicious mushroom soup which used locally sourced mushrooms. 
Mushroom hunting seems to be almost a national pastime with people armed with collecting baskets 
heading into the woods a common sight. It was quite a contrast with Scotland, where most people 
seem to find mushrooms growing in the wild as somehow threatening there is also real disconnect in
most cases to where our food comes from.

Reflecting on the cultural aspects of the trip, and how connected the Slovaks are to their heritage, 
the community and the land, made me very aware of how industry is changing that for the people of 
Slovakia. During our visit to the Slovak Karst, this consists of a complex of huge karst plains and 
plateaus, rich with flora and fauna.  Yet, visible from the top of the canyon, is an imposing steel 
factory.
However, Slovaks still use this area for recreation and foraging, and a lot could be learned from their 
way of life to reduce our food waste and carbon footprint, increase our physical health, and of course
our mental wellbeing through connection with the local community and heritage.
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Please watch the presentation of the report following this link:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vTx4O_BCMpfTWadFovLq4XzPmI1q5-
cpqLKKtbR1xWiEwqelDjvAemEwM6zj3Md95KlzcKYe9cTebnu/pub?
start=true&loop=false&delayms=60000

Embed for website use

<iframe src="https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-
1vTx4O_BCMpfTWadFovLq4XzPmI1q5-
cpqLKKtbR1xWiEwqelDjvAemEwM6zj3Md95KlzcKYe9cTebnu/embed?
start=true&loop=false&delayms=60000" frameborder="0" width="960" height="569" 
allowfullscreen="true" mozallowfullscreen="true" webkitallowfullscreen="true"></iframe>
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